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Dear reader,

We are grateful that you are joining us in person and virtual today to honor the 2021 

P&I WorldPensionSummit Innovation Award winners. The awards are an important 

recognition of innovative initiatives and proven solutions in the global pensions and 

retirement community. This booklet includes brief descriptions of the winning 

programs, runners-up and fi nalists. You will fi nd the nominees listed per category. 

We hope these initiatives will inspire you to submit a nomination in the future and 

to encourage your colleagues and peers to do so as well.

The Innovation Award judges committed their time, e� ort and enthusiasm to examining

all the nominations. Their hard work makes the Innovation Awards possible and we 

are extremely thankful for their expert vision and review. We hope you enjoy reading 

the profi les as much as we enjoyed reviewing the submissions! 

All the best,

Christopher J. Battaglia

CEO, WorldPensionSummit
Vice President & Group Publisher, Pensions & Investments
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WINNER

COMMUNICATION INNOVATION:
CPF SAVE AS YOU SPEND (SAYS)
Hosea K. Kili, Group Managing Director /Trustee, CPF Financial Services

CPF Financial Services, which oversees KES 80bn (£528.4m) in pension assets in Kenya, 

has created a micro pension solution which increases pension coverage and remittance 

compliance for social security institutions. Pension coverage in Kenya is estimated to only 

account for 20% of the working population, while the informal sector is largely underserved. 

CPF Financial Services are addressing this gap by creating SAVE AS YOU SPEND (SAYS) 

which helps members make pension savings, while they spend money. This is designed around 

a micro pension solution anchored within the mobile ecommerce ecosystem. The concept 

leverages mobile wallets and credit card platforms, whereby individuals save a given amount 

for every transaction they make. At the point of purchase, the technology behind SAYS 

automatically splits the sum transacted. Separate to instantly available capital, a set amount is 

instantly funnelled away into an individual pension account. This integration has helped stimu-

late many Kenyans’ pension accumulations.

  Internal Champions:
 PATRICK GATERE Group Product Development Manager (Kenya), CPF Financial Services
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RUNNER UP

COMMUNICATION INNOVATION:
What’s new for Earth Day 2021?
Michael Consorte, Director of University-Wide Benefi ts, State University of New York

The State University of New York (SUNY) retirement programme includes both university

and New York State employees, with $23.6bn (£17bn) in AUM and 130,000 participants. 

The scheme recently partnered with TIAA to integrate ESG investments into its investment 

menu. However, while a well-known term within fi nancial services, awareness of ESG beyond the 

industry was lacking. Therefore, TIAA was tasked with establishing a campaign to educate this 

audience about ESG and how a pension fund can be invested in alignment with these factors. 

To support this, Earth Day was chosen as a focal point of this campaign. Time was a factor, 

which meant pre-existing content had to be recycled for email campaigns and to allow more 

resources to be spent on webinars that also formed a part of the publicity drive. After two 

months, 744 participants with over $28m (£20m) had invested in the new ESG funds, while the 

webinars received a 61% attendance rate. 

 External Champions:
 DREW KREPELKA Senior Director, Institutional Investment Strategy, TIAA
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NOMINATED FINALIST

COMMUNICATION  INNOVATION:
Cash Balance Plan Termination During A Global Pandemic
Lisa Blasdale, Senior Global Benefi ts Manager, Cabot Corporation    

Cabot’s Cash Balance Plan’s termination began typically in 2019, but the pandemic disrupted 

Cabot Corporation’s communication plan with its participants. As in-person meetings were no 

longer an option, and digital meetings did not meet the needs of participants, Cabot adopted 

a multi-media approach. Its primary goal was to give participants greater control over their 

benefi ts and allow them to invest in a more competitive manger, including Cabot’s 401(k) Plan. 

Educating all participants was a key priority, and Cabot manager sent out 3 to 5 targeted 

required communications with simplifi ed language to clearly articulate the most vital informa-

tion. In concert with Willis Towers Watson and Spitfi re Communications, a series of one-on-one 

sessions were o� ered to active participants across Cabot’s 11 locations and a multi-media cam-

paign including a microsite, newsletter and decision roadmap was launched to further support 

participant engagement. As a result, engagement was high throughout the scheme and only 

one participant was ‘lost’ when Cabot Corporation fi led with the PBGC in April 2021. 

  Internal Champions:
 JANE BELL Chief Counsel, SEC and Gov, Cabot Corporation
 STEVE DELAHUNT Vice President and Corporate Treasurer, Cabot Corporation
 LOREN OVETT Director of Americas HR, Cabot Corporation
 LISA D’ENTREMONT Director of Local Compensation and benefi ts, Cabot Corporation
      

 EXTERNAL CHAMPIONS
 DARRYL RICARD Director of Retirement, Willis Towers Watson
 KIM CONFORTI Senior Account Manager, Spitfi re Communications
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NOMINATED FINALIST

COMMUNICATION INNOVATION:
Retiree Resettlement Support Scheme (RRSS)
Dr. Hamza Sule Wuro-Bokki, Managing Director and CEO, NPF Pensions Limited   

NPF Pensions Limited, a pension fund administrator with over N640bn (£1.1bn) in AUM, 

recently launched a Retiree Resettlement Support Scheme (RRSS) to enhance member wel-

fare. In Nigeria, many employers often delay remitting the proceeds of retirement bonds before 

the commencement of the contributory pension scheme. This understandably creates dissat-

isfaction among savers. The RRSS, an endowment instituted by NPF, was designed to make 

non-refundable payments to members from the company’s income so they can settle down 

in retirement before they begin to receive monthly pension payments. External obstacles 

included gaining regulatory consent and a thorough fi nancial impact analysis was conducted

to ensure the sustainability of the scheme. This included analysis of trustees, the pension fund, 

auditors and actuarial valuation. The annual sum endowed is N500m (£881k) and to date 

N1.7bn (£2.9m) has been spent. This innovation marks the fi rst of its kind in corporate special 

responsibility by any pension fund manager in the country.
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INVESTMENTS INNOVATION:
Nest’s Innovative Investment Strategy
Mark Fawcett, CIO, Nest

In April 2021, Nest became the fi rst UK DC scheme to directly invest in private infrastructure 

equity. Octopus Renewables, CBRE Caledon Capital Management, and GLIL Infrastructure were 

appointed to help globally invest £3bn of the fund’s assets into infrastructure equity by 2030. 

Octopus Renewables will organise investment deals with owners of renewable infrastructure 

projects, negotiating so Nest members are suitably rewarded for any committed funding. 

The strategy involves deployment of capital into renewable energy projects and infrastructure 

in the UK and Europe, mainly, to support the economy’s transition to net zero. As owners of 

infrastructure projects, CBRE Caledon and GLIL Infrastructure will make investments directly,

negotiating deals and managing construction assets. Nest intends to draw on both fi rms’ 

expertise in ascertaining lucrative investments that will produce steady and strong returns. 

Established in 2010, Nest has provided a defi ned contribution workplace pension scheme to 

ten million UK workers via 903,914 employers.

  Internal Champions:
 STEPHEN O’NEILL Head of Private Markets and Proposition Development, Nest
 JESSICA MENELON Investment Policy Analyst, Nest
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INVESTMENT INNOVATION: 
ESG and Governance Practices Pioneer
Ignacio Javier Hernandez Valiñani, Head of Pensions, Caixa 30, F.P

Created in 2001, Spanish pension scheme Pensions Caixa 30, F.P has strived to implement ESG 

principles into its investments. In 2020, it became the fi rst pension fund in Spain to publicly 

support the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Over the past year, on 

the back of consultancy services provided by Willis Towers Watson, the fund has strengthened 

its governance-led strategic plan for 2021 to 2023, which places ESG at its centre. This included 

the creation of a governance manual for the scheme and the addition of a sustainability o�  cer 

to its sta� . The scheme’s plan now includes SDGs and has begun measuring the carbon foot-

print of its portfolio, with set reduction targets in place. In addition, part of the fee scheme of 

fi duciary managers’ have been linked to these objectives, marking a fi rst time in the Spanish 

pension industry. The scheme is now encouraging others in Spain, and abroad, to apply similar 

best practices in their ESG integration.

 External Champions:
 PABLO NORTES Investments, Senior Associate, Willis Towers Watson 
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INVESTMENT INNOVATION: 
Global Healthcare Transformation
Zachary Hanna, CIO, Alaska Retirement Management Board 

In 2018, McKinley Capital Management was made aware of rising costs of healthcare and 

longevity risk by members of the Alaska Retirement Management Board (ARMB), the body 

that, in 2005, assumed fi duciary responsibility for the assets of Alaska’s retirement systems. 

McKinley and ARMB began working on a bespoke investment strategy to combat the issue, and 

hedge the risk associated with an aging population and spiking healthcare costs. Implemented 

in 2019, the portfolio seized upon opportunities arising from a transforming global healthcare 

industry, spurred by rapid advances in technology, by hedging the longevity risk. The strategy 

performed well, returns stood out compared with traditional benchmarks, and the ARMB is 

set to benefi t from future growth across domestic and international markets. The goal of the 

strategy was to achieve excess returns above the accepted MSCI ACW Healthcare benchmark, 

and in 2020, the strategy delivered 33.95% (net) which was 19.56% (gross) above it. 

  Internal Champions:
 STEVE SIKES Investment O�  cer, Alaska Retirement Management Board
 BOB MITCHELL former CIO, Alaska Retirement Management Board

  External Champions:
 ROBERT GILLAM CEO and CIO, McKinley Capital Management

JOHN REYNOLDS Director of Global Distribution, McKinley Capital Management
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NOMINATED FINALIST

INVESTMENT INNOVATION:
Sustainability Report
Sergio Carfi zzi, General Manager, Fondo Pensione Nazionale

Though sustainable reporting is becoming increasingly common, in 2019 Fondo Pensione 

Nazionale BCC (FPN) became the fi rst Italian pension fund to publish a sustainability report, 

following this up with a further edition in 2020. To create these reports, comprehensive ques-

tionnaires were sent to all managers to identify and assess how sustainable investing was being 

both implemented and monitored. The data gathered has provided new insight of this prog-

ress for members, with 97% of FPN assets now being managed in line with an ESG policy and 

53% being overseen by a dedicated ESG team. General manager Sergio Carfi zzi is targeting 

100% sustainable coverage for the scheme’s assets, with full-time ESG sta�  being appointed 

to the FPN to help achieve long-term monitoring and implementation of these characteristics. 

These developments have been made before the introduction of mandatory requirements by 

Italian regulators, with Carfi zzi believing the di� usion of fi nances and sustainable investing are 

essential.
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PLAN DESIGN:
QSuper Lifetime Pension
Brnic Van Wyk, Head of Asset Liability Management, QSuper

QSuper is one of the largest superannuation funds in Australia, managing over AS$140bn for 

more than 600,000 members. In March 2021, the fund introduced its new Lifetime Pension 

designed to give members greater fl exibility over their retirement income and counter savers’ 

fears of outliving their pensions. The Lifetime Pension takes a person’s purchase amount and 

combines it with that of other members to form a pool of money from which fortnightly tax-

free income is paid for the rest of their lives. The product is market linked, enabling it to provide 

higher rates of income than a traditional annuity or an income account drawn at the minimum. 

The Lifetime Pension also supports fi nancial planning strategies, giving members money-back 

protection (as income or death benefi ts) in the event of a bereavement. Some 300 people are 

already covered by the plan, and QSuper is receiving 20-30 plan applications per week and 

growing.

  Internal Champions:
  JASON MURRAY Chief of Member Experience, QSuper
 BEN HILLIER Head of Product and Services, QSuper
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PLAN DESIGN: 
Common Good Plan
Alex Mazer, co-founder and CEO, Common Wealth 

Some 850,000 not-for-profi t employees across Canada do not have access to a workplace 

retirement plan, and many working in SMEs struggle to access high-quality retirement ben-

efi ts. Created by a collaboration of not-for-profi t foundations across Canada, the Common 

Good Plan is designed to support more precarious workforces and organisations that often 

lack fi nancial certainty. Flexibility is at the core of the scheme which focuses on monthly in-

come, is sensitive to the needs of lower income workers, has low fees and is portable from job-

to-job. In the two months since the plan launched, nearly 45 employers have signed up to the 

Common Good Plan with several more in the pipeline. About half of the employers are o� ering 

matching contributions, and most of them are o� ering a workplace retirement plan for the fi rst 

time. The employee take-up rate is currently at 37%, but membership continues to grow with 

more than CA$3.2m in AUM. 

  Internal Champions:
 ALAN BROADBENT Chairman and Founder, Maytree

OWEN CHARTERS President & CEO, Boys & Girls Clubs of Canada
RAHIMA MAMDANI Chief People O�  cer, YMCA of Greater Toronto
ELIZABETH MULHOLLAND CEO, Prosper Canada
JONATHAN WEISSTUB Co-Founder and CEO, Common Wealth

  External Champions:   
 KEITH AMBACHTSHEER Director Emeritus, Internal Centre for Pension Management
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FINALIST WITH HONOURS

PLAN DESIGN:  
Termination of the JCPenny Corporation, Inc Pension Plan
Doug Riley, benefi ts director, JCPenney 

When retailer JCPenney fi led for bankruptcy in March 2020, the JC Pension Plan, containing 

some 37,000 participants, was left without a sponsor and therefore at risk. To give members 

security over their benefi ts, a $2.8bn (£2.2bn) group annuity contract (a ‘buy-in GAC’) was 

achieved with Athene Annuity and Life. To achieve this, an upfront commitment from a highly 

rated insurer was secured with this fi rm also underwriting new risks as part of the buy-in GAC. 

A signifi cant asset repositioning and hedging strategy was also introduced on the portfolio, 

critical to maximising the value of assets without requiring any further sponsor contributions. 

The Pension Benefi t Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) was closely involved throughout the whole 

process which was ultimately successful, with all JCPenney pension members’ benefi ts being 

secured as a result. In addition, remaining unfunded creditors of the retailer are in a more fa-

vourable position with the pension plan avoiding involuntary termination. 

  Internal Champions:
 STEVE WHALEY Senior Vice President and Controller, JCPenney

 External Champions:
 MARK WINCEK Partner, Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton 

BETH ASHMORE Head of Retirement Intellectual Capital (North America) Willis Towers Watson
 BILL HENRY Plan Termination Group Leader (North America) Willis Towers Watson
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NOMINATED FINALIST

PLAN DESIGN:
CPF Pension Plus Solution
Hosea Kili, Group Managing Director & Group Product Development Manager, CPF Financial Services

Created by the CPF Financial Services, the CPF Pension Plus initiative consolidates savings 

that are usually separate in Kenya, allowing members to increase savings by compounding 

the funds’ returns. This digital solution was created to help consolidate a fragmented market 

as in Kenya only 20% of the formal working population has a pension, with the informal sector 

largely uncovered. This delay leads to high levels of poverty as households grow old. With a 

total of KES 88bn (£578m) in members’ assets, CPF was in a strong position to innovate a 

solution to this problem. The CPF Pension Plus was designed to address this challenge by bun-

dling pension savings with education, medical and property savings, leaving households able 

to contribute to their savings through one channel, rather than multiple. By providing a formal 

savings mechanism, and tapping into an existing savings culture, CPF hopes to encourage 

greater retirement planning in Kenya. 

  Internal Champions:
PATRICK GATERE, Group Product Development Manager, CPF Financial Services
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NOMINATED FINALIST

PLAN DESIGN:
i-Invest
Amir Hamzah Azizan, CEO, Employees Provident Fund 

The Employees Provident Fund (EPF) was established in 1951 and is now one of the largest 

pension funds worldwide, managing close to RM998bn (£180bn) and with total members 

numbering 14.5 million. As part of the digitalisation of the scheme, EPF launched i-Invest in 

2019, consolidating over 400 funds and more than 20 third-party fund management insti-

tutions (FMIs) on one online platform. As a ‘one stop shop’, EPF designed i-Invest to provide 

an alternative to the agent-based investment process. Until 2019, the scheme was conducted 

exclusively through agents, which required the manual submission of forms to EPF for pro-

cessing and meant that members did not have a consolidated view of their investments across 

di� erent FMIs. i-Invest consolidates data from various sources, including EPF’s core system, 

FMIs and Refi nitiv Lipper, and ensures that transactions are conducted safely and securely. The 

platform receives data on a daily basis from FMIs and validates them.

  Internal Champions:
 BADRUL HISHAM DAHALAN Senior General Manager, Employees Provident Fund Malaysia

SHAMSUL FADZIL KAMARUDDIN Senior Manager, Employees Provident Fund Malaysia
MUHAMMAD FIRDAUS JAAFAR Deputy Manager, Employees Provident Fund Malaysia
DANIEL WONG Deputy Manager, Employees Provident Fund Malaysia
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PLAN DESIGN: 
LifeGoals Multi-Employer Provident Plan
Michael Hadjihannas, Managing Director, Emergo Wealth

In 2014 Emergo Wealth created the LifeGoals Multi-Employer Provident Plan, the fi rst and largest 

registered private horizontal multi-employer provident fund in Cyprus. This innovation came in 

response to Cyprus’s general social insurance scheme, which follows a ‘Three Pillar Model’ for re-

tirement provision. Pillar 2, which represents occupational pensions, remains heavily fragmented 

and to date, there are more than 1,300 single employer IORPs serving fewer than 150,000 employ-

ees. As a solution, LifeGoals provides a secure fi eld for consolidating occupational pensions and 

creating economies of scale through the use of fi ntech. Since its inception, LifeGoals has assisted 

more than 260 companies in Cyprus to participate in a provident fund that is built based on EU 

requirements. In 2020, Emergo Wealth expanded on this with a new online service which o� ers 

members a custom-built proprietary online platform, built on the cloud identity platform Micro-

soft Azure Active Directory (available in both Greek and English). 

  Internal Champions:
 PANAYIOTIS MAVROMICHALIS Director, Emergo Wealth

NOMINATED FINALIST
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PLAN DESIGN: 
Bienestar Financiero 
Raúl Gallego Müller, CEO, qiip 

Financial wellbeing platform qiip recognised that the older population of Latin America is 

growing as average life expectancy continues to increase. As a result, an increased need for 

voluntary savings to complement mandatory contributions is required for many savers’ re-

tirement plans. In 2020, qiip formed an alliance with AFORE Sura, one of the biggest pension 

fund administrators in Mexico; the National Commission of the Retirement Savings System 

(CONSAR) which administrates over 68 million individual accounts; and Procesar, which com-

piles employees’ retirement information registered on the 10 AFORES in Mexico. The aim is to 

revolutionise the way the pension system operates in Mexico through the fi rst Open Pension 

model in Latin America. Pension institutions will be required to share individuals’ retirement 

data, so that fi ntechs can integrate information and help improve consumers’ experiences with 

pensions institutions. The alliance with CONSAR will allow qiip to send savings to any account 

in the pension system. 

  Internal Champions:
 JUAN PEREZ ECHEVERRI, CTO, qiip

  External Champions:
JUAN GABRIEL GARCÍA VADILLO, Director General Regulación e Inclusión Financiera, CONSAR
EMILIO BERTRAN RODRÍGUEZ, Director General, AFORA Sura
JAIME DÍAZ TINOCO Director General, Procesar

NOMINATED FINALIST
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NOMINATED FINALIST

PLAN DESIGN: 
Smart Retire
Paul Bucksey, Managing Director, Smart Pension  

Established in 2015, the Smart Pension Master Trust manages £1.7bn of assets for approx-

imately 800,000 members. Finding that the pension industry lags other areas of fi nancial 

services when it comes to technology investment, at the end of 2020 Smart Pension soft-

launched Smart Retire, a digital dashboard for members which aims to simplify decumulation 

planning. With the look and feel of an online banking platform, Smart Retire uses a guided 

‘four-pot’ model to bring together various investment pathways into one easy-to-understand 

dashboard. While the ‘four-pot’ model is most suitable for UK savers, Smart Retire uses API 

technology to allow direct connectivity with external software and third-party applications. 

Further refi nements to payroll and payment processes were made before Smart Retire was 

o�  cially launched to UK members of the Smart Pension Master Trust at the end of April 2021. 

The dashboard has since become the biggest driver of the sales pipeline of the Smart Pension 

Master Trust.

  Internal champions:
  MICHAEL WATKINS Retirement and Member Payments Director, Smart Pension

KATE ROSS Director of Delivery, Smart Pension
DAN MCLAUGHLIN Director of International, Smart Pension

 External champions:
 JOHN HACKETT CEO, Arena Flowers
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION: 
e-Payroll
Amir Hamzah Azizan, CEO, Employees Provident Fund 

Having engaged with employers, the Employees Provident Fund (EPF) found that many SMEs 

do not have a proper payroll management system to assist with mandatory contribution and 

deduction payments to relevant agencies. In Malaysia, employers are legally required to make 

EPF contributions as spelt out in the EPF Act 1991. Failure to make contributions to the RM998 

bn (€197bn) EPF is subject to penalties and imprisonment. Although the EPF reserves the 

right to exercise these regulatory powers, the institution has instead taken a lighter touch in 

addressing non-compliance from employers. Recognising these challenges faced by the SMEs, 

the EPF developed a free payroll solution known as the EPF e-Payroll and has conducted the 

Phase 1 rollout which will be available to all employers in Malaysia subject to EPF registration. 

This has helped improve the coverage and adequacy of pension coverage and assisted in the 

government’s digitalisation e� orts in light of Covid-19. 

Internal champions:
 GUNASEKARAN THOLASY Head of Contribution Department, Employees Provident Fund
 BENJAMIN CHUA Manager Employees Provident Fund

WINNER
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION: 
Digital Transformation (Canal Digital)
Jaime Munita Valdivieso, CEO, AFP Capital  

Chilean pension fund company AFP Capital started its Digital Transformation (Canal Digital) 

initiative in 2018 to ‘disrupt’ an outdated customer acquisition model. It created a new o� ering 

based on a mobile-fi rst on-boarding process and a digital advisory system. The aim was to 

attract new customers to the scheme with factual arguments, rather than sales relationships.

AFP Capital, the third largest provider in Chile with $36.8bn (£26.6bn) in AUM, brought in 

digital expertise and engaged with unions to allay their concerns about sales, regulation, and 

cybersecurity. In 2020, 43% of AFP Capital’s new customers chose it without the involvement 

of a sales representative. The digital advisory system provides information about scheme ben-

efi ts and government incentives as well as nudging workers towards optimal outcomes. It has 

three major benefi ts: ease of interaction aids understanding of performance and retirement 

outcomes; a clear assessment encourages changes in behaviour; and ‘nudges’ provide positive 

reinforcement and useful suggestions.

Internal champions:
 FERNANDO ALARCON Senior Manager (Digital Transformation), AFP Capital
 LEYLA SAA Marketing Manager, AFP Capital
 JORGE CARRILLO Digital Journey Manager, AFP Capital

RUNNER UP
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION: 
SmartLog
Hosea Kili, Group Managing Director & Group Product Development Manager, CPF Financial Services

SmartLog is a visitor registration solution from Kenya’s CPF Financial Services. It facilitates 

the capturing and recording of visitor details for retirement homes through a smartphone, 

allowing for the safe and contactless sharing of data. Conceived after the onset of the Covid-19 

pandemic in the country and the subsequent need for social distancing and sanitisation, the 

system records an individual’s ID number, name, phone number of the visitor, the person to be 

visited, the destination within the property, and residential address. It eliminates the need for 

paper records and contact-based interactions. The solution is not solely rooted in the issues 

surrounding Covid-19: it can also help combat challenges related to information security, visitor 

privacy, emergency evacuation plans, and regulatory compliance. SmartLog can be integrated 

into a broad range of businesses, allowing for the easy and safe transfer of personal informa-

tion. The company is currently training more sta�  to use the system.

Internal champions:
 PATRICK GATERE Group Product Development Manager, CPF Financial Services

NOMINATED FINALIST
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION: 
ELYA: The Bilingual EPF Virtual Assistant
Amir Hamzah Azizan, CEO, Employees Provident Fund 

The Employees Provident Fund (EPF), a RM998bn (£169bn) mandatory pension scheme in 

Malaysia with 14.6 million members, recently launched its fi rst bilingual virtual assistant. Abbre-

viated from EPF Loves You Always, ELYA is powered by AI using natural language processing 

with escalation support provided by human agents via live chat. The initiative was designed 

to reduce drop calls at the EPF Contact Centre and empower customers through self-service 

facilities with a conversational approach. EPF aims to reduce 30% of call tra�  c by driving inter-

actions to live chat and other digital channels as well as to empower its members to self-serve 

in more EPF services online through the implementation of ELYA. ELYA will manage generic 

interactions that are repetitive while EPF service advisers could focus on more complex and 

personalised advisory services. At present, ELYA has recorded over 2.5 million sessions, assist-

ing customers with 30 products using a guided menu approach. 

Internal champions:
 HOCK CHYE ONG  Senior Manager, Operations Transformation and Coordination Department, 
 Employees Provident Fund
 NUR AIDA MUSTAFFA  Senior Manager, Operations Transformation and Coordination Department, 
   Employees Provident Fund

NOMINATED FINALIST
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION: 
Digital Proof of Life
Hidde Terpoorten, CEO, Hyfen I Collaboration between Hyfen, 

Shell Pension Fund and Achmea Pensioenservices

In collaboration with the Shell Pension Fund and Dutch administrator Achmea Pensioen-

services, pensions technology provider Hyfen pioneered a ‘digital proof of life’ app. A benefi t

of this innovation is it has drastically cut down the administrative burden for both the pension

fund and the member by allowing the individual to identify and authenticate themselves 

using a scan of their passport and a ‘selfi e’ to prove that they are entitled to payments, 

which has been particularly useful through the Covid-19 pandemic. In addition to navigating

the development challenges posed by cybersecurity risks and numerous regulations, the 

parties carried out rigorous research with the app’s target audience which was accompanied 

by a detailed and extensive communication campaign. These e� orts were validated, with the 

app receiving a customer satisfaction score (from its pilot sample) of 8.5.

Internal champions:
 KENAN YILDRIM Managing Director, Shell Pension Funds
 KOEN VAASSEN Innovation Manager, Achmea Pensioenservices

NOMINATED FINALIST
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION: 
Provision of key digital services
Abraham Everardo Vela Dib, President, AforeMóvil

The Mexican Retirement Savings Commission (abbreviated to CONSAR in Spanish), which 

|supervises the Mexican pension system, included two new services in its AforeMóvil appli-

cation in 2021. These are a mobile service for unemployment assistance withdrawal, which 

means that accountholders can now request their transference to another AFORE through the 

AforeMóvil application from their smartphone. This makes it easier for users to choose the pen-

sion fund company that will manage their individual account in an informed and secure way 

without requiring the participation of a commercial agent, suppressing the human interaction 

that this process required, reducing the risk of Covid-19 infection. The pandemic heightened 

the need for this digital access, with thousands of suddenly-unemployed people needing to 

request unemployment aid from their pension fund accounts. CONSAR says these projects can 

become the reference point for other countries; it combines technological advances, better 

services, fi nancial education and excellent project management skills. 

Internal champions:
 VICTOR RAFAEL BAEZA BRAVO Vice President of Operations, Mexican Retirement Savings Commision

NOMINATED FINALIST
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION: 
Greater Manchester Pension Fund GMPF utilises mypensionID
Victoria Plackett, Head of Pensions Administration, Greater Manchester Pension Fund

To achieve greater security, Greater Manchester Pension Fund (GMPF) utilised the technolo-

gy of mypensionID to meet the growing need for digital security within the pensions space, 

using biometric technology to verify users’ identities and reducing the opportunity for fraud. 

Following initial development and a pilot in 2019, mypensionID - which is used by over 40 

pension schemes operating in 82 countries - securely verifi es members using biometrics and 

verifi cation of o�  cial photographic documents, removing the need for paper-based commu-

nications. GMPF acknowledged that existing security methods were not achieving the success 

rates due to the laborious nature of them for their members. In addition, research confi rmed 

the appetite for an innovative solution. Therefore, mypensionID, alongside a clear and detailed 

guidance package on how to utilise the new technology, was introduced to members in late 

2020. By mid-2021, almost 50% of GMPF members were now using the app to verify them-

selves securely.

 Internal champions
 EMMA MAYALL Assistant Director for Pensions Administration, Greater Manchester Pension Fund

 External champions
 NIC JONES Business & Innovation Director, mypensionID
 LISA LYON Founder & CEO, mypensionID
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Chris Battaglia
CEO, WorldPensionSummit

Vice President and Group Publisher
Pensions & Investments

Don Ezra
P&I Advisory Board Member & Happily Retired

Former Co-chair, Global Consulting,
Russell Investments Worldwide

Nikki Pirrello
Chief Operating O�  cer
Pensions & Investments
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